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EMC effect  & SRC
Observations and challenges



DIS off nuclei, Drell Yan processes measures LT effect —> no FSI

Hadron production in DIS  maybe sensitive to final state  interaction. 

Dominance of LT makes even small deviations of the EMC ratio from one meaningful 
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DIS: EMC effect and x > 1
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EMC effect cannot be explained in many nucleon approximation without introducing baryon charge and /
or momentum non-conservation using convolution approximation:

Since spread in  α due to Fermi motion is modest ⇒ do Taylor series expansion in convolution formula 

in (1- α):   α= 1+ (α-1)

F2A(x,Q
2) =

Z
⇢NA (↵, pt)F2N (x/↵)

d↵

↵
d2pt

F2N / (1� x)n, n ⇡ 2(JLAB)

n ⇡ 3(Leading twist)

EMC effect is unambiguous evidence for presence of non nucleonic degrees of
 freedom in nuclei. The question - what are they? 

Nucleon light cone density matrix.

  Α> α > 0 - light cone density matrix
Z
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d2pt = A baryon charge sum rule

fraction of nucleus momentum 
NOT carried by nucleons
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In nucleus rest frame x=AQ2/2mAq0

≣probability to find a nucleon 
having momentum αPA

Still some skeptics
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RA(x,Q2) =2F2A(x,Q2)/AF2D(x,Q2) from one
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The vahdlty of these calculations can be tested by 
extracting the ratio of the free nucleon structure func- 
tions F~/F~ from the lion and hydrogen data of the 
EMC. Applying, for example, the smearing correction 
factors for the proton and the neutron as given by 
Bodek and Rltchle (table 13 of ref. [8]), one gets a 
ratio whmh is very different from the one obtained 
with the deuterium data [3]. It falls from a value of 
~1 .15  a t x  = 0.05 to a value of ~0.1 a tx  = 0.65 which 
is even below the quark-model lower bound of 0.25. 

A direct way to check the correctmns due to nu- 
clear effects is to compare the deuteron and iron data 
for they should be influenced slmdarly by the neutron 
content of these nuclei. The iron data are the final 
combined data sets for the four muon beam energies 
of 120,200, 250 and 280 GeV; the deuterium data 
have been obtained with a single beam energy of 280 
GeV. The ratio of the measured nucleon structure 
functions for iron F2N(Fe) = 1 wuFe gg* 2 and for deutermm 
FN(D) = {F~ D, ne,ther corrected for Fermi motion, 
has been calculated point by point. For this compari- 
son only data points with a total systematm error less 
than 15% have been used. The iron data have been cor- 
rected for the non-lsoscalarlty of 56Fe assuming that 
the neutron structure function behaves hke F~ = (1 
- 0 .75x)FP .  This gives a correction of ~+2.3% at x 
= 0.65 and of less than 1% forx  < 0.3. The Q2 range, 
which ~s limited by the extent of the deuterium data, 
as different for each x-value, varying from 9 ~< Q2 ~< 27 
GeV 2 for x = 0.05 over 11.5 ~< Q2 < 90 GeV 2 for x 
= 0.25 up to 36 ~ Q 2  ~< 170 GeV 2 forx  = 0.65. 

W~thm the hmlts of statistical and systematm errors 
no slgmficant Q2 dependence of the ratm F ~ ( F e ) /  
FN(D) is observed. The x-dependence of the Q2 aver- 
aged ratio is shown in fig. 2 where the error bars are 
statistical only. For a straight line fit of the form 

FN(Fe)/FN(D) = a + bx , 

one gets for the slope 

b = - 0 . 5 2  + 0.04 (statistical)+ 0.21 (systemattc). 

The systematm error has been calculated by distort- 
mg the measured F N values by the individual system- 
atm errors of the data sets, calculating the correspond- 
mg slope for each error and adding the differences 
quadratically. The possible effect of the systematic 
uncertainties on the slope is lndmated by the shaded 
area m fig. 2. Uncertalntms m the relative normahsa- 
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2, The ratio of the nucleon structure funct ions F N Fig. mea- 
sured on tron and deuter ium as a function o f x  = O2/2M,-,v. 

- 5 6  The iron data are corrected for the non-lsoscalarlty of 26Fe, 
both  data sets are not  corrected for Fermi motion. The full 

hnear fit F N ( F e ) / F N ( D )  = a + b x  which results c u r v e  i s  a in 
a s l o p e b = - 0 5 2 _ +  0.04 (stat.) -+ 0 . 2 1 ( s y s t )  The shaded 
area indicates the effect of systematm errors on this slope. 

tlon of the two data sets will not change the slope of 
the observed x-dependence of the ratio but can only 
move it up or down by up to seven percent. The dif- 
ference F N ( F e ) - F N ( D )  however ,s very sensitwe to 
the relatwe normahsatlon. 

The result is m complete disagreement with the 
calculations dlustrated an fig. 1. At high x, where an 
enhancement of the quark distributions compared to 
the free nucleon case is predicted, the measured struc- 
ture function per nucleon for ~ron ~s smaller than that 
for the deuteron. The ratio of the two is falhng from 
~1.15  a t x  = 0.05 to a value of ~0 .89  a t x  = 0.65 
while it is expected to rise up to 1.2-1.3 at this x 
value. 

We are not aware of any published detailed predic- 
tion presently available which can explain the behav- 
tour of these data. However there are several effects 
known and discussed which can change the quark dis- 
tributions m a high A nucleus compared to the free 
nucleon case and can contribute to the observed ef- 
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straight line fit  - suggested 
universal mechanism. Fermi 
motion very small effect with 
R(x>0.5) >1

 1987 -  effect is significantly smaller and 
has more complicated x -dependence
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Fig. 3. The structure function ratio F~e(x)lF~2(x) measured in 
this and in a previous [4] experiment. Only statistical errors are 
shown. 

malization. For x <  0.15, the two measurements are 
marginally compatible within the quoted systematic 
errors. Preliminary data from the EM Collaboration 
on a copper target show a less pronounced effect at 
small x in good agreement with our result [ 6 ]. The 
agreement with the SLAC E139 data [2] is excellent 
for x >  0.25 but rather poor at small x ,  In this region, 
we observe, however, a very good agreement with the 
earlier SLAC experiment on a copper target [ 3] at 
small Q2~ 1 GeV 2. 

Table 1 
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Fig. 4. The structure function ratio FVe(x)/F~(x) from this and 
from a previous measurement  [4] combined, compared to other 
muon (a) and electron (b) scattering experiments. The data from 
ref. [ 3 ] were taken with a copper target. Only statistical errors 
are shown. 

In summary, we have complemented our earlier 
measurement of the structure function ratio 
FFet x fl2"~/FD2I ~. 1"32"~ 2 k , ~ 1  2 ~ , ~  J b y  n e w  d a t a  covering t h e  
region of small x (0.06 ~ x ~< 0.20) and improving the 

Results for R(x) =FVe(x)/F~'-(x) from this experiment and ref. [4] combined. The systematic errors do not include the 1.5% uncer- 
tainty on the relative normalization of  Fe and D2 data. 

X Q2 range R(x) Statistical Systematic 
(GeV 2) error error 

0.07 14- 20 1.048 0.016 0.016 
0.10 16- 30 1.057 0.009 0.012 
0.14 18- 35 1.046 0.009 0.011 
0.18 18- 46 1.050 0.009 0.009 
0.225 20-106 1.027 0.009 0.010 
0.275 23-106 1.000 0.011 0.010 
0.35 23-150 0.959 0.009 0.011 
0.45 26-200 0.923 0.013 0.015 
0.55 26-200 0.917 0.019 0.021 
0.65 26-200 0.813 0.023 0.030 

4 8 6  

Bjorken  scaling within 30% 
accuracy - caveat - HT effects are 
large in SLAC kinematics for x≥ 0.5. 
Even more so at Jlab energies

EMC83

q⌫ = (q0, ~q), x = xBj = �q2/2q0mp q⌫ = p�⇤
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the nonrelativistic constituent quark model with parameters fitted to reproduce the nucleon form
factor). An observation of a much larger value of p would signal the presence of large short-range
parton—parton correlations in the nucleon wave function.

At present there exist several pieces of information about (p,~, which are basically consistent with a
naive estimate (for average x):

(i) Production of leading hadrons in the current fragmentation region in the reaction  + N—+ 1’ +
+ h2 + X. The EM Collaboration analysed correlations in the transverse momentum plane between

the leading hadrons using the Lund model. They find that a reasonable description is reached for
(p,) —0.44 GeV/c at x —0.1—0.2 [21].This analysis is likely to overestimate (pj since it does not take
into account the QCD broadening of the p~distribution due to the gluon radiation in the initial state.

(ii) The p-dependence of the leading hadron production in the reaction  + N—~e’ + h + X. The
analyses [22]of this effect lead to (ps) —(0.3—0.4) GeV/c for x—0.1—0.2.

(iii) In Drell—Yan pair production the p~distribution of the  ~ pair is reasonably well described by
the QCD calculations which take into account the gluon radiation (the DDT form factor), see, e.g., ref.
[23].It appears that the agreement would be destroyed if (~~)exceeds 0.5GeV/c. Similarly, the p~
distribution of Xe-meson production is reasonably described by the gluon fusion model with the DDT
form factor [24].This can be considered as an indication that (P5)g also does not exceed 0.5 GeVI c.

3.7. Nuclear effects. Introduction

At the Paris (Rochester) Conference in 1982 the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) first
reported their observation of a difference between the structure functions F2 of heavy (Fe) and light
(D) nuclear targets for 0.05  x  0.65 (fig. 3.11) [25].The difference between the observations and the
expectations of the conventional Fermi motion calculations [26](see discussion in section 5) became
known as the EMC effect.
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Fig. 3.11. Ratio ofnucleon structure functionsF~for iron and deuterium as measured by the EM Collaboration in 1983 125]. The solid curve is the
expectation of the Fermi motion models.

Theoretical expectation under 
assumption that nucleus 
consists only of nucleons FS 81



Can account of Fermi motion describe the EMC effect?

YES

If one violates baryon charge conservation 
or momentum conservation or both

Many nucleon approximation:

Z
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Light cone nuclear nucleon 
density (light cone 
projection of the nuclear 
spectral function
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In nucleus rest frame x=AQ2/2mAq0

≣probability to find a nucleon 
having momentum αPA
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DIS: EMC effect and x > 1
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EMC effect cannot be explained in many nucleon approximation without introducing baryon charge and /
or momentum non-conservation using convolution approximation:

Since spread in  α due to Fermi motion is modest ⇒ do Taylor series expansion in convolution formula 

in (1- α):   α= 1+ (α-1)

F2A(x,Q
2) =

Z
⇢NA (↵, pt)F2N (x/↵)

d↵

↵
d2pt

F2N / (1� x)n, n ⇡ 2(JLAB)

n ⇡ 3(Leading twist)

EMC effect is unambiguous evidence for presence of non nucleonic degrees of
 freedom in nuclei. The question - what are they? 

God in his wisdom made a fly 
But he forget t o tell us why 

Ogden Nash



FIG. 2. The figure shows results for the ratio of the convolution formula, Eq. (18), for (a) k0 =

220 MeV = 1.115 fm�1 (Carbon), and (b) k0 = 250 MeV = 1.270 fm�1 (Iron); in both cases, a2 =

4. Dashed lines correspond to the Taylor series expansion of Eq. (7).
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FIG. 2. The figure shows results for the ratio of the convolution formula, Eq. (18), for (a) k0 =

220 MeV = 1.115 fm�1 (Carbon), and (b) k0 = 250 MeV = 1.270 fm�1 (Iron); in both cases, a2 =

4. Dashed lines correspond to the Taylor series expansion of Eq. (7).
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Solid lines are  expectation s of exact convolution formula, dashed - Taylor series expansion.

Alvioli and MS,  2023
Correction for Fermi motion is small but not negligible and can be calculated with  
good accuracy especially if one includes (e,e’) x> 1 information. 
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For antiquarks no evidence for enhancement for x> 0.25 expected  due to Fermi motion

Need more  theoretical  studies and  reduced experimental errors to rule out large contribution of the energy losses 

EMC e!ect like pattern?

Present by Arun Tadepalli

EMC effect for antiquarks ?                        MS + Alvioli analysis of preliminary Drell Yan data. 
 Can energy losses explain the observed pattern? Does not work. Is effect propto a2(A).

7

R(Fermi motion) ~1.2
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A shtetl dweller asked the rabbi: —What shall I do, my chickens are sick! —Draw a red circle on the wall of the poultry house. Next day: —Rabbi,
my chickens have started dying. —Draw a green triangle around the circle. Next day again: —Rabbi, in the poultry house only corpses are left.
—Pity, I had so many other patterns in reserve.

Anonymous

5. Models of the EMC effect

It is easy to be wise after the event. Though there were no sound theoretical predictions of the EMC
effect*), now more than 100 papers try to explain it in terms of quite different hypotheses.

The EMC effect and related phenomena (sections 6—8) have provided an effective testing ground for
models of nuclei (superdense nuclear matter) and for QCD-inspired ideas on the interaction of nucleons
and the structure of the nucleon itself, which were discussed in section 2. There are several physical
phenomena such as extra pion degrees of freedom in nuclei, change of vacuum condensates in nuclei,
deformation of a bound nucleon wave function, partial delocalization of quarks and gluons in nuclei,
etc., which could contribute significantly to the EMC effect. Thus, our main thrust will be on the
analysis of the relevant physical ideas (naturally their number is much smaller than the number of the
papers on the EMC effect) and the ways of checking these ideas experimentally at present and future
facilities, including possibly HERA.

However, before canonizing the EMC effect one has to answer the question of Advocatus Diaboli:
“Why is all this fuss about the EMC effect? Were there not plenty of effects in nuclei which could not
be explained within the conventional framework?”

Our answer (section 5.1) is that the unique feature of the EMC effect is that it unambiguously proves
the importance of nonnucleon degrees of freedom in nuclei (for a critical discussion of the opposite
claims [2], see Appendix C).

5.1. Why the EMC effect signals the presence of nonnucleon degrees offreedom in nuclei

If the nuclear wave function can be described in terms of the multihadron Fock space wave function

IA)=INNN...)+I~rNNN...)+I~NNN...)+”. (5.1)
in the impulse approximation (which seems reasonable at least forx > 0.2, see the discussion below and
in section 4), the cross section of the  + A —*  + X deep inelastic reaction is described by the sum of
diagrams of fig. 5.1. In the scaling limit x = const., Q2 —* cc the amplitude of the interaction blob
depends on a = A(p~q)i(p~q)— AphJpA (~v_= ~vo ~ q is in the z direction), but not onph+, Pht~
(As usual we neglect here off-pt-shell effects. This approximation is more justified for high-energy
processes than for low-energy ones (see the discussion in ref. [3]). Consequently one can integrate over
the whole phase space volume characteristic for the residual system R (in particular over PR+) at fixed a
and use the closure relation. Therefore, the structure functions are expressed through the single-hadron
light-cone density matrix of the nucleus, p~~1T(a,p~) (for the definition and a discussion of the
properties of p~(a,p

1), see Appendix B). In particular for F2A(x, Q
2) one obtains**)

* IIndeed, the EMC effect at x—0.5 was implicitly present in all papers [1]that introduced the muitiquark states in the deuteron (nucleus) wave
function and used quark counting rules to estimate the quark distribution in these configurations. However, the quark counting rules could only be
justified close to the kinematic boundary and are a priori irrelevant for the range of x one is interested in here. Thus nobody has attributed
importance to this consequence of the quark counting rule motivated parametrizations.

**) Hereafter we define x as x = Q2I2q
0(M~/A)so that 0< x < A. It is slightly different from the choice of many experimental papers:

x = Q
2/2qQm~.

A shtetl dweller asked the rabbi:
—What shall I do, my chickens are sick!
—Draw a red circle on the wall of the poultry house. 
Next day:
—Rabbi, my chickens have started dying.
 —Draw a green triangle around the circle. 
Next day again: 
—Rabbi, in the poultry house only corpses are left. 
—Pity, I had so many other patterns in reserve.

8



First explanations/models of the EMC effect

Pionic model:  extra pions  - λπ ~ 4%

RA(x,Q
2) = 1� �Anx

1� x + enhancement from scattering off pion field with  απ~  0.15

6 quark configurations in nuclei with P6q~ 20-30%

◉

◉

◉

Mini delocalization - small swelling - enhancement of  deformation at large x 
due to suppression of small size configurations in bound nucleons + valence 
quark antishadowing with effect roughly ∝	knucl2

Nucleon swelling - radius of the nucleus is  20--15% larger in nuclei. Color is 
significantly delocalized in nuclei
Larger size →fewer fast quarks - possible mechanism: gluon radiation  starting at 
lower Q2

◉
(1/A)F2A(x,Q

2) = F2D(x,Q2⇠A(Q
2))/2

9



◉ Traditional nuclear physics strikes back: 

EMC effect is just effect of nuclear binding : account for the nucleus excitation in 
the final state: e+A ! e0 +X + (A� 1)⇤

First try: baryon charge violation because of the use of non relativistic normalization 

Second  try:  fix baryon charge ➔ violate momentum sum rule

Third try (not always done) fix momentum sum rule by adding mesons 
➠

version of pion model

10



Pion model addresses a deep question - what is microscopic origin of intermediate and 
short-range nuclear forces   - do nucleons exchange mesons or quarks/gluons? Duality?

M

p

pn

n p n

n p

=π +, ρ+
,...

d

d

u

Meson Exchange                                    Quark interchange

d

u

u

qq

may correspond to a tower of meson exchanges 
with coherent phases - high energy example is 
Reggeon; pion exchange for low t  special - due to 
small mass

Intermediate state 
may not be = pn

extra antiquarks in nuclei no extra antiquarks

Question to Lattice QCD:  is there a big difference between NN 
interactions with and without quenching?

11



Drell-Yan experiments:   

Q2 = 15 GeV2

A-dependence of antiquark 
distribution, data are from FNAL 
nuclear Drell-Yan experiment, curves - 
pQCD analysis of Frankfurt, Liuti, MS 
90. Similar conclusions Eskola et al 
93-07 analyses

vs Prediction q̄Ca(x)/q̄N = 1.1÷ 1.2|x=0.05÷0.1

x

VOLUME 65, NUMBER 14 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 1 OCTOBER 1990

we find that the difference Rs(x, Q ) —I=S~(x,Q )/
AS~(x, Q )—1, evaluated at x =0.05, increases by a
factor of 2 as Q varies between Q =3 and 25 GeV . In
particular, if we use the QCD aligned-jet model
(QAJM) of Refs. 4 and 5 (which is a QCD extension of
the well-known parton logic of Bjorken) to calculate
Rs(x, Q ), we find, in the case of Ca, Rg(x=0.04,
Q =3 GeV ) =0.9 and Rs(x=0.04, Q =25 GeV )
=0.97. The last number is in good agreement with
Drell-Yan data (see Fig. 2). Thus, we conclude that
the small shadowing for S~ observed in Ref. 3 for
x=0.04 and Q & 16 GeV2 corresponds to a much
larger shadowing for Q =Qo.
Shadowing in the sea-quark distribution at x =0.04
[Rs(x=0.04, Q =3 GeV ) =0.9), combined with the
experimental data for F2 (x,Q )/AF2 (x,Q ) at the
same value of x [F2 (x,Q )/AFi (x,Q ) & I], unambi-
guously implies an enhancement of the valence quarks,
i.e., Rv(x, Q ):—V~(x, Q )/AV~(x, Q ) & 1. For Ca,
Rv(x =0.04-0.1, Q 3 GeV ) = 1.1, whereas for
infinite nuclear matter, we find Rv(x =0.04-0.1, Q =3
GeV ) ~ 1.2. By applying the baryon-charge sum rule
[Eq. (2)], we conclude that experimental data require
the presence of shadowing for valence quarks at small
values of x [i.e., Rv(x, Q ) & 1 for x,h &0.01-0.03].
Moreover, the amount of shadowing for Rv(x, Q ) is
about the same (somewhat larger) as the shadowing for
the sea-quark channel (see Fig. 3). The overall change
of the momentum carried by valence and sea quarks at
Q'= I GeV' is

yv(Qo) =1.3%, )s(Qo) =—4.6%.
To summarize, the present data are consistent with the

parton-fusion scenario 6rst suggested in Ref. 7: All par-
ton distributions are shadowed at small x, while at larger
x, only valence-quark and gluon distributions are en-
hanced. At the same time, other scenarios inspired by
the now popular (see, e.g. , Ref. 8) idea of parton fusion,

which assume that the momentum fraction carried by
sea quarks in a nucleus remains the same as in a free nu-
cleon, are hardly consistent with deep-inelastic and
Drell- Yan data.
Let us brieAy consider dynamical ideas that may be

consistent with the emerging picture of the small-x
(x ~ 0.1) parton structure of nuclei. In the nucleus rest
frame the x =0.1 region corresponds to a possibility for
the virtual photon to interact with two nucleons which
are at distances of about I fm [cf. Eq. (I)]. But at these
distances quark and gluon distributions of different nu-
cleons may overlap. So, in analogy with the pion model
of the European Muon Collaboration effect, the natural
interpretation of the observed enhancement of gluon and
valence-quark distributions is that intermediate-range in-
ternucleon forces are a result of interchange of quarks
and gluons. Within such a model, screening of the color
charge of quarks and gluons would prevent any sig-
nificant enhancement of the meson field in nuclei. Such
a picture of internucleon forces does not necessarily con-
tradict the experience of nuclear physics. Really, in the
low-energy processes where quark and gluon degrees of
freedom cannot be excited, the exchange of quarks
(gluons) between nucleons is equivalent, within the
dispersion representation over the momentum transfer,
to the exchange of a group of a few mesons. Another

1. 10I—

. 00
CL

0. 90

0, 80

1.30
1.20 Ca/D

FIG. 2. Ratio R =(2/A)ug(x, g')/uD(x, g') plotted vs x,
for diff'erent values of Q . Notations as in Fig. 1. Experimen-
tal data from Ref. 3.

1 0

FIG. 3. Ratios R(x,gj) (2/3)F" (x,gf)/FP(x, g$)
(dashed line), R=Rv(x, gS) -(2/A) Vq(x, gf)/Vo(x, QS)
(solid line), and R—=Rs(x, g/) =(2/A)S~(x, g/)/SD(x, g/)
(dot-dashed line) in Ca. All curves have been obtained at
Q) =2 GeV . The Iow-x behavior (x ~ x,h) corresponds to the
predictions of the QA3M of Refs. 4 and 5; the antishadowing
pattern (i.e., a 10/o enhancement in the valence channel
whereas no enhancement in the sea, leading to a less than 5%
increase of F~q at x =0.1-0.2) has been evaluated within the
present approach by requiring that sum rules (2) and (3) are
satisfied. Experimental data are from Ref. 1 (diamonds) and
Ref. 3 (squares), the latter representing the sea-quark ratio Rg
(cf. Fig. 2). The theoretical curves are located below the data
at small x, due to the high experimental values of g~: (g )
=14.5 GeV~ in Ref. 1 and (Q ) =16 GeV2 in Ref. 3, respec-
tively.
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meson model expectation

Q2 = 2 GeV2

q̄Ca/q̄N ⇡ 0.97
q̄ C

a
/q̄

N

q̄Ca(x)/q̄N = 1.1÷ 1.2|x=0.05÷0.1

12
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More DY data is needed. Can  DIS help - study   K-  production
Does  similar pattern holds for gluons? Open charm at 22 GeV probes a right kinematics? LHC diets.. 

Study total cross section for charm reduction off  D, 4He, C to reduce effects of f.s.i.

General pattern : Soening of x distribution of quarks and antiquarks (and 
gluons?) in bound nucleons; effect manifested at smaller x. 

 

If confirmed with a better precision  DY measurement would be a second critical contribution of DY 
studies into understanding of quark- gluon nuclear structure (the first one was ruling out enhancement 
of antiquarks due to scattering off pions). 

13
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Could the EMC effect be solely due to SRCs?  Difficult - indeed in this scenario 
Suppression for say carbon / nucleon is 12% at x=0.5— 0.6, and SCRC probability for C is 15%  

nucleons with momenta > k_F practically do should  not have quarks with x> 0.5.
Questions (a)straight line fit  does not include x -range where 1-R reaches 
maximum. Approximate similarity of R_A was demonstrated in 1985. Is it 
better than 10%? 

(b) Need to  correct definition of x, snd c) take into account  that Coulomb 
field carries finite fraction of the nucleus momentum — 1% effects but all 
together  EMC effect is 10%.

27

It appears that essentially one generic scenario survives strong deformation of rare configurations in bound 
nucleons increasing with nucleon momentum  and with most (though not all) of the effect due to the  SRCs .

Models have to address the paradox:  evidence that  EMC effect  is predominantly due 
to SRCs while SRC are at least 90% nucleonic, while the EMC effect for x=0.5 is ≥15%

Natural expectation: non-nucleonic configurations originate  from two nucleons coming close together - the same 
configurations which generate SRCs. Supported by similar A-dependence of pn SRCs and the EMC effect. Extra 
neutrons (N-Z) do not contribute to the EMC effect (Data mining analyses)

(Theoretical expectation FS85 (except pn dominance & apresence of contribution of mean field) , 
observation  O.Hen et al  2014 - 2018) 
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An extreme assumption that EMC effect is present solely for SRC would require huge EMC effect at x=0.5 for EMC (SRC):

 EMC inclusive / Prob. SRC ~ 0.15/0.2 ~ 3/4 for all SRC configurations 
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Dynamical model - color screening model of the EMC effect 

(a) QCD: Quark configurations in a nucleon of a size << average size  should 
interact weaker than in average. Application of the variational principle 
indicates that  probability of such configurations in bound nucleons should be  
suppressed.

Combination of two ideas: 

(b)  Quarks in nucleon with x>0.5 --0.6 belong to small size configurations 
with  strongly suppressed pion field - while pion field is critical for SRC 
especially D-wave.

In  83 we proposed a test of (b)  in hard  pA collisions. Finally became possible 
using data from  pA LHC data then in  2013 on forward jet production confirmed 
our expectations that a nucleon with large x quark has smaller than average size

30

small admixture of nonnucleonic  degrees of freedom  due to small probability of 
configurations with x>0.5 ( ~0.02)  - hence no contradictions with soft physics)

(FS 83-85)



For small virtualities: 1-c(p2int-m2)

 

seems to be very general for the modification of the nucleon properties.  Indeed, 
consider analytic continuation of the scattering amplitude to  p2int-m2=0. In  this 
point modification should vanish. Still modification for S- and D- wave maybe different

33

Our dynamical model for dependence of bound nucleon pdf on virtuality - explains 
why effect is large for large x and practically absent for  x~ 0.2 (average 
configurations V(conf) ~ <V>)
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(b) EMC ratio for 208Pb

FIG. 5: (Color online.) EMC ratios with and without the color screening model of medium
modifications. Q2 = 10 GeV2, and data and nucleonic structure function parametrizations

are as in Fig. 3.

The nucelon, after all, has an overall neutral color charge, so any color interaction between
nucleons owes to higher moments (dipole, quadrupole, etc.), which decrease with distance
between the color-charged constituents. Moreover, it can be shown by the renormalizability
of QCD that meson exchange between nucleons, one of which is in a PLC, is suppressed[49].

Since nucleons in an average-sized configuration (ASC) and a PLC will interact differently,
the probability that the nucleon can be found in either configuration should be modified by
the immresion of a nucleon in the nuclear medium. In particular, PLCs are expected to
be suppressed compared to ASCs since the bound nucleon will assume a configuration that
maximizes the binding energy and brings the nucleus to a lower-energy ground state. The
change in probability can be estimated using non-relativistic perturbation theory, as has
been done in Refs. [1, 49]. What is found is that the light cone density matrix should be
modified by a factor δA(k2), which depends on the nucleon momentum (or virtuality) as

δA(k
2) =

1

(1 + z)2
(34)

z =
k2

mp
+ 2εA

∆EA
. (35)

In analogy with electric charge screening, this is called the color screening model of the
EMC effect. We shall use it as an example of accounting for medium modifications when
calculating dijet cross sections.

Since the suppression factor depends on the total nucleon momentum rather than just
the light cone momentum fraction α, it is necessary to use the three-dimensional light cone
density ρ(α,pT ) when applying the color screening model. Moreover, since the suppression
of PLCs depends on inter-nucleon dynamics, it is expected not just that the parameters of
δA(k2) should vary with the nucleus considered, but with whether the nucleons are moving
in the mean field or are in an SRC. For a nucleon in the mean field of a heavy nucleus,
we expect the excitation energy ∆EA to be in the range 300 − 500 MeV, namely between
the excitation energies of a ∆ and an N∗ resonance. The best bit to data appears to be
with the N∗ excitation energy ∆EA ≈ 500 MeV. However, for the deuteron, as well as for a

16

Simple parametrization of suppression:  no 
suppression x≤ 0.45,  by factor δA(k) for x 
≥0.65,  and linear interpolation in between

Fe , Q2=10 GeV2

Freese, Sargsian, MS 14

In the lowest order of perturbation over !uctuation the EMC e"ect is proportional to<V>  
in which SRC give dominant contribution but mean #eld is still signi#cant - 30 -40%,

A-dependence of <V> is similar to that of the EMC e"ect (I.Sick)



Introducing in the wave function of the nucleus explicit dependence of the 
internal variables we find for   weakly interacting configurations in the first 
order perturbation theory using closer we find 

where
energy in the energy denominator. Using equations of motion for   ψΑ the momentum dependence for 
the probability to  find a bound nucleon, δA(p) with momentum p in a small size configuation  was 
determined for the case of two nucleon correlations and mean field approximation. In the lowest order

�D(p) =

0

@1 +
2 p2

2m + ✏D

�ED

1

A
�2

 ̃A(i) ⇡

0

@1 +
X

j 6=i

Vij

�E

1

A A(i)

�E ⇠ mN⇤ �mN ⇠ 600� 800MeV average excitation 

After including higher order terms we obtained for SRCs and for  deuteron:

�A(p) = 1� 4(p2/2m+ ✏A)/�EA

31

Estimating the effect of suppression of small configurations. Introducing in 
the wave function of the nucleus explicit dependence  of the internal 
variables we find that probability of small size configuration is smaller by 
factor 

δ(p,Eexc) =
✓
1� p2int�m2

2ΔE

◆�2

effect ∝ virtuality

32

�E = mN⇤ �mN
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interesting to measure  tagged structure functions where modification is expected to 
increase quadratically with tagged nucleon momentum. It is applicable for searches of 
the form factor modification in (e,e’N).

1� F bound
2N (x/↵, Q2)/F2N (x/↵, Q2) = f(x/↵, Q2)(m2 � p2int)

Here α is the light cone fraction of interacting nucleon

Tagging  of  proton and neutron in  e+D→e+ backward N 
+X as  a probe of the origin of the EMC effect  (FS 85)

↵spect = (2� ↵) = (EN � p3N )/(mD/2)

34

γ

D p
α

2-α

In practice, small background for 2- α >1, and  in this kinematics one expects an EMC like 
effect already for smaller  spectators momenta, since  x/α > x. 

Importance caveat: for large nucleon momenta nucleons closer to each other 
and chances of f.s.i maybe larger. Not the case in semi exclusive case eD—>e +p + “resonance”.
But maybe relevant for larger W. Need dedicate studies of f.s.i. in DIS in the nucleus fragmentation region.

18SMALLER X’ MORE HADRONS PRODUCED , MAY RESULT IN STRONGER  
. 



Optimistic possibility - EMC effect maybe missing some significant 
deformations which average out when integrated over the angles 

A priori, deformation of a bound nucleon can also depend on the  angle φ 
between the momentum of the struck nucleon and the reaction axis as 

Here <σ> is cross section averaged over φ and  dΩ is  the phase volume and the 
factor  c characterizes non-spherical deformation. 

d�/d⌦/ < d�/d⌦ >= 1 + c(p, q).

Optimistic possibility - EMC effect maybe missing some significant 
deformations  

A priori the deformation of a bound nucleon can also depend on the  angle φ 
between the momentum of the struck nucleon and the reaction axis as 

Here <σ> is cross section averaged over φ and  dΩ is  the phase volume and the 
factor  c characterizes non-spherical deformation. 

Such non-spherical polarization  is well known in atomic physics (discussion with 
H.Bethe). Contrary to  QED detailed calculations of this effect  are not possible 
in QCD.    However, a qualitatively similar deformation of the bound nucleons 
should arise  in QCD. One may expect that the  deformation of bound nucleon 
should be maximal in the  direction of radius vector between two nucleons of 
SRC.

d�/d⌦/ < d�/d⌦ >= 1 + c(p, q).

Such non-spherical polarization  is well known in atomic 
physics (discussion with H.Bethe). Contrary to  QED 
detailed calculations of this effect  are not possible in 
QCD.    However, a qualitatively similar deformation of 
the bound nucleons should arise  in QCD. One may 
expect that the  deformation of bound nucleon should 
be maximal in the  direction of radius vector between 
two nucleons of SRC.
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Fig. 2. Left: The measured C(e, e′ pp) / C(e, e′ p) and C(e, e′ pn) / C(e, e′ p) cross-section ratios (points), compared with GCF predictions using the AV18 (darker band) and N2LO 
(light band) N N interaction models. Right: the measured C(e, e′ pp)/2 / C(e, e′ pn) cross-section ratio (points), compared with GCF predictions using the AV18 (darker) and 
N2LO (lighter) N N interaction models. In both panels, all cross-section ratios were corrected for experimental effects (detector acceptance, efficiency, and resolution) as well 
as reaction effects including transparency flux lost and SCX. The dashed lines mark the scalar limit obtained from a simple nucleon counting, see text for details. The width 
of the GCF calculation bands shows their 68% confidence interval due to uncertainties on the model parameters. The data error bars show the quadratic sum of the statistical 
uncertainty and systematic uncertainty associated with the correction of experimental effects (see online supplementary materials for details on the uncertainty estimation). 
Not shown are the normalization uncertainties on the data; the C(e, e′ pp) / C(e, e′ p) and C(e, e′ pn) / C(e, e′ p) data include a 5% uncertainty resulting from transparency 
corrections, and the C(e, e′ pn) data include correlated systematic uncertainties as listed in Table S3.

asymptotic model and the observed discrepancy appears near the 
lower edge of its applicability [13,14] and should thus be studied 
in greater detail by future works. At the highest missing momenta 
the data agree with the scalar limit prediction where the number 
of spin-1 pn SRC pairs should be three times the number of spin-0
pp, pn and nn pairs, owing to the three possible spin orientations.

Last, Fig. 3 shows the fraction of (e, e′ p) events with a cor-
related recoil nucleon, i.e., the [12C(e, e′ pp) + 12C(e, e′ pn)] / 
12C(e, e′p) cross-section ratio. Unlike the individual 12C(e, e′pN)

/ 12C(e, e′ p) ratios, this sum is insensitive to SCX corrections. 
The data show no significant missing-momentum dependence and 
imply that within uncertainties, all high-initial-momentum pro-
tons are accompanied by a correlated spectator recoil nucleon and 
therefore belong to a 2N-SRC. The mean of the data points exceeds 
100%. This is consistent given the large correlated normalization 
uncertainty of approximately 12% that is driven by uncertainties in 
the neutron detection efficiency and transparency correction that 
will both take all data points up or down and thus can lead to an 
‘unphysical’ mean value for the data (see supplementary materials 
for details). At the 95% confidence level the data exclude contri-
butions from sources other than 2N-SRCs above 11%. This bound 
is determined while accounting for both data statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties, with the latter including both point-to-point 
and correlated normalization uncertainties.

To conclude, we report on new measurements of the 12C(e,
e′ pn) reaction, and improved measurements of the 12C(e, e′ pp)

and 12C(e, e′ p) reactions at very high missing momentum. The 
data are used to study the evolution of the isospin dependence of 
N N-SRCs via the C(e, e′pp)/2 / C(e, e′ pn) cross-section ratio, and 
the dominance of high-momentum nucleons by 2N-SRC pairs via 
the (e, e′ pn) / (e, e′ p) and (e, e′ pp) / (e, e′ p) cross-section ratios 
and their sum. The data are compared with GCF calculations using 
the AV18 and N2LO interactions. The data agrees with both calcu-
lations for pmiss > 400 MeV/c, but disagrees with the N2LO-based 
calculation for 300 < pmiss < 400 MeV/c, near the lower edge of 
the applicability of the GCF [13,14].

The overall good agreement of the GCF calculation with both 
12C(e, e′pn) and 12C(e, e′ pp) data indicates that, within the uncer-
tainty of the data, the measured reactions are dominated by inter-
actions with N N-SRC pairs and that reaction effects such as SCX, 

Fig. 3. The fraction of high-momentum protons with a measured recoil partner nu-
cleon for 12C: the measured ratio of (e, e′ pp) + (e, e′ pn) events to (e, e′ p) events 
as a function of "pmiss. The dotted (black) line is the best constant fit 117%. The 
dashed (red) line shows the 95% CL lower bound on the 2N-SRC contribution to the 
12C(e, e′ p) strength in the measured missing-momentum range at 89%.

which has a large impact on the 12C(e, e′pp) channel but a small 
impact on the 12C(e, e′ pn) channel, are sufficiently well modeled.

The combination of all data and calculations confirms the ob-
servation of a transition of the N N interaction from a tensor-
dominated region around relative momenta of 400 MeV/c to a pre-
dominantly scalar interaction around 800 MeV/c, validating the use 
of the N N interactions examined here at high-momentum/short 
distance regimes. Future extensions of the GCF to three-nucleon 
correlations as well as forthcoming measurements [52] of three-
nucleon knockout reactions A(e, e′ pN N) will allow similar studies 
of the short-distance three-body interactions that are needed for a 
complete description of neutron stars [53].
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The fraction of high-momentum protons with a measured 
recoil partner nu-cleon for 12 C: the measured ratio of 
(e, eʹ pp) + (e, eʹ pn) events to (e, eʹ p) events as a function
Z of p⃗⃗miss. 

EXCLUDES PRESENCE  OF MORE THAN 5% OF NONUCLEONIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN SRC

New challenge



Conclusions 

Last decade - impressive progress in understanding SRC in nuclei

Next  few years:   tagged structure functions in eD to test critically the 
origin of the EMC effect , probing  ultra high momenta in nuclei,  three 
nucleon correlations, determining optimal formalism for description of 
relativistic dynamics.
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To do list for EMC related topics

Leading / HT separation in the EMC effect —- especially at x ~ 0.6  
where Fermi motion effect is very different for LT & HT 

 Tagged structure functions in eD

Direct searches for non-nucleonic degrees of freedom like Δ-isobars

Dedicated studies of f.si. in light nuclei

☞

☞

☞

☞

 Two nucleon SRC - going from discovery to precision measurements 

☞☞

☞

Finalizing DY data




